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PERCEPTUAL TNTERACTION BET};EEN FO EXCURSIONS AND SPECTRÀL CUES

David House

ABSTRACT

Questions and problems are formulated concerning perception of
Fo movement in the frequency domain and possible perceptual
relationships betvreen such movement and spectral cues, partic-
ularly vowel formant transition place-of-articulation cues for
stops. These issues are to provide the basis for experimental
thesis work in speech perception involving both hearíng im-
paired listeners and llsteners l4rlth normal hearlng, A prellm-
inary experiment using band-pass filtered speech and normal
listeners where the task v¡as to identify VCV words with vary-
ing Fo movement indicated the possi"bility that a certain in-
provement in stop identification might be related to increased
movement of Fo.

TNTRODUCTION

Fundamental frequency excursions in running speech are gtener-

ally considered to play an j-mportant role in signaling sentence
focus, i.e. key words or phrases which contain new information
important for sentence comprehension. Listeners can be forced
to rely heavily upon "bottom-up" speech processing when per-
ceiving segmental characteristics of words in focus where

l-ittle or no contextual information is present to assist in
presupposive "top-down" speech processing (Marslen-ülilson &

Tyler, 1980). This type of new information processing there-
fore places greater demands on the segmental resolution of
vrords in focus than does the processing of l^tords outside focus.
How then does the. perception m-echanism process the Fo excur-
sions related to focus? fs it simply a matter of contrasting
the focus word to the other words and, in effect, causing a

sharpening of attention, or can we find relationships between
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Fo movement and spect.ral cues which could provide direct as-
sistance to the perceptual mechanism in performing the task of
segmental resolution?

Fo excursions can be thought of as perceptually significant
from the point of viev¡ of dynamic perception in that they com-
prise a movement or change in frequency over time. This move-
ment could be registered as an event which would sharpen at-
tention and aid in short-term memory retrieval of spectral
cues. Hypothetically, Fo movement could also directly inter-
act with spectral cues such as a timing relationship betlreen
V.O.T. and an Fo rise or an interacti-on between Fo movement
and vowel formant transitíons. Al-so, can Fo movements alter
the spectruft, ê.9. causing Fl to rise, and if so, what percep-
tual significance is found in such alteration? Finally, is
there an optj-mum Fo excursion in scope and range for facili-
tating segment perception?

The purpose of this report is not to provide answers to these
questi-ons but rather to formulate some problems which are to
at least serve as the initial basis for my thesís work in
speech perception and to report the results of a preliminary
fisLening test.

FO AND FORMANT TRANSITTONS

As both Fo movement and vowel formant transítíons involve a

change in frequency over time, these two aspects of the speech
wave can serve as a point of departure in the investigation of
perceptual interaction. Resonance induced vowel formant tran-
sitions are generally considered to be important perceptual
cues for stop consonant place-of-articulation identification.
Formant frequency movement can be seen as rising or falling
shifts in intensity through successive layers of harmonics of
the fundamental. As long as a steady fundamental frequency is
maintained, the formant transition patterns comprise a single
movement. During an Fo excursion, however, the formant tran-
sitions will be altered by risíng and falling harmonics. We

are presented then, duri-ng focus, with a more complex frequen-
cy movement, the question being whether this added complexity
is perceptually significant and if so, can this movement facil-
ítate stop consonant identification?
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FREQUENCY MOVEMENT AND HEARTNG LOSS

If we can establish some type of perceptual interaction between
Fo and formant transitions, what coütd the possible implica-
tions be for listeners with hearing disabilities? It ís well
documented that place-of-articulation identification causes
difficulties for individuals with moderate sloping sensorineu-
ra1 hearing losses. These difficulties, however, do not neces-
sarily relate directly to specific frequency intensity attenu-
atj-on. Van de Grift Turek, et aI. (1980) demonstrated that
subjects having similar audiometric configurations differed
radically in their performance in synthetic stop identification
tests

Similar performance differences have also been reported by
Risberg and Agelfors (1978) concerning the j-dentification of
intonation contours. This brings us back to the question of
frequency movement processinq. Can individual differences be
accounted for by variations in capacity to perceive and process
various types of movements in frequency and their possible in-
teractions? If so, can this information be of any help to in-
dividuals with hearing disabilities?

PRELIMTNARY TEST METHOD

To begin t.esting some of these questions, a preliminary percep-
tion experiment was devised using band-pass filtered speech in
an attempt to roughly simulate a hearing loss and to essential-
Iy confine formant transition information to Ff while varying
Fo excursions by using different forms of presentation. The

following test material was randomized and recorded by a native
speaker of American English. Three different presentation
types were used to vary Fo: 1) neutraL,2) question, and 3)

emotional-emphatic. The capitalized words indicate sentence
focus. Each sentence was read twice, pnce with "fifteen" and
once with "fifty".
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Test material:

She said to KEEP fifteen. (fifty)
She said to TUCK fifteen; (fifty)
She said to PIT fifteen. (fifty)
She said to put FIFTEEN. (FIFTY)

She said to tip FIFTEEN. (FIFTY)

She said to cut FIFTEEN. (FIFTY)

He said to DUB fifteen. (fifty)
He said to BAG fifteen. (fifty)
He said to GOAD fifteen. (fifty)
He said to dab FIFTEEN. (FTFTY)

He saÍd to bid FIFTEEN. (FIFTY)
He sal-d to diq FIFTEEN. (FIFTY)

The test was presented through a Fonema fílter (390-'820H2,

-36d8/octave) to two listeners with normal hearing and no prior
knowledge of the test material. They were instructed to write
the word and number which follort¡ed "He said to". They v¡ere
also instructed to indicate if they heard "She" instead of "He"
at the beginnj-ng. This was to provide a rough test of the fi1-
ter function

Selected spectrograms and mingograms \^¡ere then made from the
material (Fig. 1, 2).

RESULTS

Sentence focus had no significant effect upon word identifica-
tion in neutral and question presentation. Correct identifica-
tion remained about 1 in 3 (Fig. 3) . With emotj-onal-emphatic
presentation, however, word identification hras greater in focus
(l in 2) than outside focus (1 in 3) (r'iq. 3). The numbers,

"fì-fteen, fifty" were correctly identifi-ed in all cases, and
the sibilant in "she" was effectively filtered.

DISCUSS]ON

Although this prelÍminary experiment contains a number of un-
controlled variables such as intensity and task word frequency,
a relati-onship can be seen betv/een increased word identifica-
tion and Fc movement. Fo movement is greatest in the task word
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Spectrograms of the filtered test sentences, "He
said to DUB fifteen." in neutral presentatj-on (top)
and "He said to DUB fifty," in emphatic presentation
(bottom) .
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Fo tracings of the test sentences, "He said to DUB
fifteenr" in neutral presentation (top) and "He said
to DUB fifty," in emphatic presentation (bottom).
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in focus in the emotional-emphatic presentation (Fig. 2) where
identification vras also greatest (12 of 241. Intensity, of
course, may have been a major factor although length \ras not
appreciably different betv/een words in and outside of focus or
betvteen words ín dífferent presentations. There was also a
spectral raising in the emphatic presentâtion (Fig. 1) whieh
could have contributed to identification.

The correct identification of "fifty-fifteent' can be attributed
to length and intonation differences which are readily per-
celved since the same numbers are used throughout the test.
This demonstrates t.he power of these cues in prirnarily "top-
down" processing.

Additional experiments are planned enlisting the help of speech
synthesis and listeners hrith hearing disabifities in an attempt
to improve our understanding of cue interaction in speech
perception.
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